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Abstract
The mineral veins formed by filling tensile cracks record the accumulation of past hydraulic activities such as fluid
migration in the damage zones of a fault. The purpose of this study is to estimate the fluid flow behavior around
thrust faults using a three-dimensional permeability tensor from the geometric information of mineral veins. Here, the
estimated permeability represents paleo-permeability when the mineral veins were open fractures. We attempted
to estimate paleo-permeability in the damage zone around the Nobeoka Thrust fault by applying Oda’s permeability
tensor theory, as determined from the geometric information of mineral veins observed in the outcrop. In addition,
in situ data acquisition and analytic techniques were developed to estimate a three-dimensional paleo-permeability
tensor, and we estimated the paleo-permeability around the Nobeoka Thrust. As a result, the paleo-permeability tensor could be estimated from the geometric information of the mineral veins in the outcrop, which helped clarify the
migration of fluids around the fault. Our results show that the paleo-permeability anisotropy and paleo-permeability
value changed with distance from the fault core on the footwall; in particular, the maximum paleo-permeability
increased from the damage zone to the fault core. In addition, the direction of maximum paleo-permeability shows
that the fluid in the footwall migrated toward the fault plane or to the hanging wall immediately after the earthquake.
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Graphical Abstract

Introduction
Quantitative estimation of fluid flow behavior is key to
understanding the mechanism of subduction zone earthquakes. It is well known that the decrease in effective
stress, associated with increased fluid pressure, induces
a decrease in the shear resistance of the fault plane in
the preliminary stages leading to earthquakes (e.g., Hubbert and Rubey 1959; Sibson 2020). Recent observational advances have highlighted that high pore pressure
regions are often present in the seismogenic regions of
thrust fault zones (Bangs 1990; Park et al. 2010; Kamei
et al. 2012; Tsuji et al. 2014). In the post-earthquake
stage, fractures developed by fault movements accelerate
the release of accumulated pore fluid, thereby reducing
fluid pressure (Sibson 1990). This stage is encapsulated
in the fault-valve model which explains the relationship
between fluid pressure and slip strength on the fault
plane (Sibson 1981, 1992). Furthermore, Sibson (1992)
suggested that fracture self-sealing by hydrothermal precipitation is another factor that promotes an increase in
the fluid pressure and slip strength of the fault plane. This
implies that both pore pressure and sealing via mineral
precipitates are important factors in the earthquake cycle.
The importance of these two factors lies in the fact that
the fluids migrating into the surrounding pores and fractures cause chemical reactions that alter the mechanical

and hydraulic properties of the fault zone (Scholz 2019).
Therefore, permeability estimates can provide a better
understanding of fluid accumulation and discharge during fault-valve behavior. However, the fluid flow behavior
around the fault damage zone, including where it is supplied and released, remains to be established.
Fluids in the fault damage zone mainly migrate through
fractures in the damage zone of the thrust faults. The
geometry of fractures is controlled by the tectonic stress
and it shows anisotropy. To understand fluid migration
around thrust faults, it is essential to know the permeability anisotropy of fractured rock (Saffer and Tobin
2011).
However, the thrust fault that is the seismogenic fault
of megathrust earthquakes, such as the Nankai Trough
earthquake, is located 5–10 km below the seafloor (Park
et al. 2002), which makes in situ permeability measurements difficult. In a previous study, the permeability
around the thrust fault was measured by laboratory testing using core specimens or estimated from the wave
velocity (e.g., Kato et al. 2004; Nakajima and Uchida
2018). Since the former provided permeability in a shallower area than the seismogenic zone, and the latter
provided a low-resolution permeability structure, it is
difficult to determine the permeability structure around
the thrust fault in the seismogenic zone. In this paper,
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the permeability around the thrust fault is determined by
estimating paleo-permeability at field scale, which renders high-resolution permeability structure in the seismogenic zone. It is considered that the mineral veins in
the outcrop of thrust faults preserve the past hydraulic
properties (Otsubo et al. 2020), including permeability.
Regarding the permeability, the mineral veins can preserve the past water pathways, thus providing geometric
information.
With these objectives in mind, we estimated paleo-permeability from the observable geometric information of
the mineral veins in the outcrop based on Oda’s permeability tensor theory (Oda 1985). This theory is often used
at construction sites, such as underground excavation
projects, dams, and geothermal fields, where fluid migration through fractures in the rock mass is problematic
(e.g., Oda et al. 1987; Brown and Bruhn 1998; Yamasaki
et al. 2015). This tool enables researchers to estimate the
permeability tensor from the geometric information of
fractures on the surface or borehole wall without measuring the in situ permeability. Ioannou and Spooner (2007)
applied Oda’s permeability tensor in two dimensions to
thermal cracks filled with mineral during the formation
of hydrothermal deposits in mining areas. Furthermore,
because the quantification of an observed fracture pattern is important in many sub-disciplines of earth sciences, software that can calculate two-dimensional Oda’s
permeability tensors from image analysis was developed
(Healy et al. 2017). However, previous studies centered
on this software clearly indicated its limitations, as they
were limited to estimating two-dimensional permeability
tensor. In contrast, in this study, we have not only applied
Oda’s permeability tensor theory to estimate threedimensional paleo-permeability in the damage zone
around a thrust fault, but we have also developed in situ
analytic methods to estimate a three-dimensional paleopermeability tensor and identified issues that may affect
the general application of these methods to the field.
To apply the proposed method, we chose the Nobeoka
Thrust fault in Miyazaki Prefecture, southwest Japan.
This location is considered to be an onshore analog of
the seismogenic fault of the Nankai Trough megathrust
earthquake (e.g., Kondo et al. 2005; Okamoto et al. 2008).

Methods
Oda’s permeability tensor theory

A quartz vein is assumed to be a fracture that once served
as a fluid pathway, and its shape is approximated as a disk
with two parallel plates in this study. The fracture geometry shown in Fig. 1 was used to calculate the permeability tensor using Oda’s permeability tensor (Oda 1985;
Oda et al. 2002), where r is the radius of the fracture and
n is the normal unit vector of a fracture, which is given by
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Fig. 1 a Geometric definition of the normal unit vector, n, of a
fracture (or vein) approximated as a disk-shape with a radius, r . b
Considering the trend as α, and the plunge as β, n can be illustrated
as shown in the figure. In this study, x1, x2, and x3 correspond
with east, north, and vertical directions (upward being positive),
respectively

n1 = cos α sin β, n2 = sin α sin β, and n3 = cos β, where α
is the dip direction and β is the dip angle.
The host rock is assumed to be impermeable when
considering the permeability of a fractured rock mass.
The water flow along the fracture is assumed such that
water movement is idealized to be laminar flow between
two parallel plates with an aperture t , and its mean velocity is given by the cubic law. The apparent flow velocity
vi (Darcy’s velocity) under hydraulic gradient Jj , which
is approximated by uniform distribution over a flow
domain, is given as (Oda et al. 2002):

 �tm �rm �
�
�
g 
πρ
r 2 t 3 δij − ni nj
v̄i =
12ν 
(1)

0 0 �/2
�
×2E(n, r, t)d�drdt Jj ,
where  is the connectivity index (note that  = 1 corresponds to the cubic law (e.g., Snow 1969), and the
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connectivity index satisfies the inequality 0 ≤  ≤ 1; g is
the gravitational acceleration; ν is the kinematic viscosity
of water; ρ is the number of fractures per unit volume;
δij is the Kronecker delta; ni is the projected length of a
unit vector n on the reference axes xi (i = 1, 2, 3);  is
the entire solid angle; and E(n, r, t) is a density function
that describes the statistical distribution of n, r , and t .
Here we compare Eq. (1) with Darcy’s law, assuming that
there is no head loss at the intersection of the fractures,
and that  is determined independently of n and r , such
that the permeability tensor kij can be expressed with the
summation convention as follows:



Pkk δij − Pij ,
kij = 12
(2)
where Pij is a second-rank symmetric tensor that depends
only on the geometric aspect of the fractures (Oda 1985)
and is given by:

Pij = πρ

tm rm 
0

r 2 t 3 ni nj × 2E(n, r, t)d�drdt. (3)

0 �/2

Determination of P ij from the observable geometric
information

The parameters in Pij are related to the fracture (or vein)
geometry. However, Pij is not easy to determine because ρ,
r , and n are defined in three-dimensional space. The aperture t of the fracture (or vein) can be used to determine Pij
in this study, as observed in the two-dimensional section.
If n, r , and t in E(n, r, t) are statistically independent,
Eq. (3) can be rewritten as follows (note that the method
for confirming this assumption is described in detail in the
next section):

observations using clinometer measurements. Thus, the
fabric tensor represents the stereonet of the strike and
dip of a fracture. However, ρ and r are parameters that
cannot be determined from the observations. A solution to the problem of determining ρ and r was proposed
based on the stereological method (Oda 1985; Oda et al.
2002). Equation (4) can be rewritten as follows:

Pij = S0 �t 3 �Nij ,

(5)

where:

S0 = πρ�r 2 � =

�|n · q|� =



m(q)
�|n·q|� ,

|n · q|E(n)d�, .
�

(5a)
(5b)

where S0 is the fracture density (m2/m3) defined by the
surface area per unit volume of the analyzed fracture (or
vein); q is the unit vector of the scanning line; m(q) is the
intersection number per unit length; and n · q is the inner
product between unit vectors n and q.
In summary, the three-dimensional fracture structure Pij can be determined by measuring the aperture
t , dip direction α, dip angle β, and intersection number
per unit length m(q), from the outcrop. When estimating the paleo-permeability, the following assumptions are
made in this study with reference to those of Ioannou and
Spooner (2007).

ni nj 2E(n)d�,

(4a)

r 2 f (r)dr,

(4b)

t 3 g(t)dt,

(4c)

1. The host rock is considered impermeable.
2. The measured fracture apertures reflect the original
fracture aperture before infilling and the effect of
mineral precipitation and dissolution on permeability
is not considered (Ioannou and Spooner 2007).
3. All fractures are interconnected (Cox et al. 2001) as
all the veins in this study are traces of fluid flow.
4. The cubic law of fluid flow is assumed to hold true.
It is known that if the fracture surfaces are in contact
or have roughness, the cubic law should be modified
using a coefficient, which is determined by fracture
surface characteristic factors and/or the fractional
contact area and smoothness (e.g., Witherspoon et al.
1980; Zimmerman et al. 1992). However, since the
veins in this study are tensile cracks, with a smooth
roughness (e.g., Fujii et al. 2007), no contact area, and
form an extension stress field with high water pressure, the fracture aperture is considered to approximate that of a parallel plate.

where Nij is the fabric tensor (Oda 1982, 1984), which is
defined using the dip direction α and dip angle β of the
mineral veins. Therefore, we can determine Nij from field

Considering these assumptions, we interpreted the
calculated paleo-permeability to have the first order of
magnitude at its maximum value. In addition, Oda et al.

Pij = πρ�r 2 ��t 3 �Nij ,

(4)

where:



Nij =

�/2

2

�r � =

rm
0

�t 3 � =

tm
0
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(2002) compared experimentally determined and theoretically predicted permeabilities of granite samples with
microcracks. Although the permeability tensor in this
study is obtained for fractures in mudstone, the results
are still valid, as the permeability tensor kij depends only
on the geometry of cracks in the domain. Assuming that
pores in the host rock are not the major pathways, the
results obtained from this approach are therefore reliable.

crossing the scan lines m(q) must both be statistically
homogeneous and represent the elementary volume of a
given grid. Therefore, we confirmed the convergence of
S0 by setting the length of the scanning line, which was
necessary to determine S0, as a variable. Furthermore, the
Oda’s permeability tensor determined by S0 is the equivalent permeability of a grid that satisfies the representative
elementary volume.

Statistical analysis

Case studies on thrust fault

E(n, r, t) can be written as E(n), f (r), and g(t) when n,
r , and t are statistically independent. A Chi-square test
was conducted for each combination to confirm the independence of the measurements. The dip direction (measured using a clinometer) and the aperture and length of
the quartz veins (measured in the field) were used in the
Chi-square test. The Chi-square test is a one-tailed test
calculated at a significance level of 5%.
The fracture density S0 is calculated in three dimensions using m(q), which can be measured from a twodimensional cross section using stereology. The scan
lines used to calculate S0 and the number of quartz veins

The permeability tensor was estimated from the geometric information of quartz veins on the outcrop around
the Nobeoka Thrust. Here, the estimated permeability
tensor refers to the paleo-permeability when the fracture
acted as the pathway for fluid migration before the quartz
veins formed. The Nobeoka Thrust is a ~ 90-km-long outof-sequence thrust in Kyushu, Japan. Surface exposures
of the Nobeoka Thrust are found in east–west-oriented
coastal outcrops in the northeastern part of Nobeoka
City, Miyazaki Prefecture, southwest Japan. Murata
(1996) reported that the strike and dip of the fault plane
is approximately 240°/10°. Recent outcrop surveys and

Fig. 2 a Location map of the research area. b Geological map of study area based on Yamaguchi et al. (2011) and Otsubo et al. (2020). c Image
of three-dimensional spatial data of the study area. The solid squares indicate grids A–G, and the solid circles indicate the points of quartz vein
samples for thin section
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borehole investigations in this coastal region have provided a wealth of geological and geophysical data (e.g.,
Hamahashi et al. 2013; Kimura et al. 2013; Kitajima et al.
2017). In the study area (Fig. 2), the Eocene Kitagawa
Group, which is composed of phyllite-dominated terrigenous sediments, including sandstone layers, is exposed
in the hanging wall, and the Eocene Hyuga Group, which
comprises a shale matrix and a mélange of sandstone and
basaltic blocks, is exposed in the footwall (Kondo et al.
2005). Kondo et al. (2005) calculated that the total displacement of the fault plane is 8.6–14.4 km by measuring
the vitrinite reflectance (hanging wall, 320 °C; footwall,
250 °C). Mukoyoshi et al. (2009) calculated that the displacement is 6.7–11.6 km by measuring the illite crystallinity (hanging wall, 300 °C; footwall, 250 °C). These were
determined considering the assumption that the geothermal gradient is 28–47 °C/km and the dip of the thrust is
10° (Kondo et al. 2005). The stress inversion of the tensile
crack-filling vein shows that these fractures were opened
by the slip of the Nobeoka Thrust during the earthquake
(Otsubo et al. 2016). In addition to these tensile crackfilling veins, the veins observed in the outcrop of the
damage zone are classified as fault-filling veins or postmélange veins (Hamahashi et al. 2015; Kondo et al. 2005;
Otsubo et al. 2016; Yamaguchi et al. 2011).
In situ measurements were conducted for the following geometric information of the veins. Of geometric
information such as dip direction α, dip angle β, aperture t , and length l were acquired for the quartz veins.
Here, t was measured around the middle of the vein
observed in the outcrop by placing the crack width ruler,
with a lower limit of 0.05 mm (Fig. 3a). Since the veins
observed in cross section were protruded by differential
erosion, the true aperture could be directly measured for
each vein (Fig. 3b). In addition, l was taken as the length
of the straight vein that can be observed at the outcrop
surface; quartz veins longer than 30 mm, for which strike
and dip could be obtained accurately, were measured.
For bent veins, they were counted by dividing them into
two. Here, the tensile crack-filling vein is considered to
have been generated during a single seismic event (Saishu
et al. 2017); therefore, the veins with slicken lines on the
surface that preserve the shear movement were excluded.
Seven grids were then defined to obtain geometric information on quartz veins. Quartz veins that crossed an
entire grid were not included, although quartz veins
longer than 10 m were observed in coastal outcrops.
The outcrop-scale quartz veins were treated as reference
values, and thin sections of quartz veins were evaluated
along with the type of veins, i.e., whether they were multiple or single, using microscopic observations (Fig. 4).
Seven grids were set up in an east–west direction
across the fault [A–G: footwall; Fig. 2c]. The fabric
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Fig. 3 a Schematic illustration of the part of a vein measured in the
study. b Measurement of the aperture of vein using a crack width
ruler. Here, the aperture of vein is 0.85 mm

tensor in a given grid was considered homogeneous if
one edge was more than 10 times the average fracture
length observed in cross sections within the region
(Takemura and Oda 2004, 2005). Therefore, the length
of one side of the grid was set as 2.5 m to fully satisfy
this condition. Here, the maximum lengths of the veins
were measured in advance for all grids, and the roughly
estimated average length was used to determine the
length of one side of the grid. Furthermore, when setting up the grids, we selected areas without uneven
ground to prevent interference with the observation of
the veins, and to ensure that these would not be submerged at high tide.
We measured the number of intersections of the scanning line m(q) with quartz veins on the trace map to
obtain S0. Here, the quartz vein trace map was drawn
using the images of each grid as a base image to measure m(q), with both north–south and east–west scanning
lines. Furthermore, m(q) and �|n · q|� were calculated,
and the coordinates of the endpoints of the quartz veins
on the base trace map were determined using a digitizer.
Here, S0 was estimated using the orientations of both
scanning lines. The error due to the placement of the
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Fig. 4 Photographs of outcrops and photomicrographs of thin sections of quartz veins under crossed Nicol. a Shows the quartz veins in the grid F
and an arrow in b shows the veins near the a. Both a and b formed during a single seismic event. c, d Show the quartz vein formed during multiple
seismic events whose location is indicated as a solid circle in Fig. 2

grid area may be larger than that due to the scanning line
because the angles between the scanning line and quartz
veins are adjusted by �|n · q|� (Oda 1985). The results of
the calculations in Takemura and Oda (2004) indicated
that the error in the estimated fracture density is within
0.2 if the length of one side of the grid area is at least 10
times the average fracture length.

Results and discussion
Quartz veins in the damage zone

Photographs of outcrops and photomicrographs of thin
sections of typical quartz veins that were observed are
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4a, b indicates no evidence of
repeated fracture sealing because the quartz grains grew
only on the vein surface, with no confirmation of an
inclusion band in the quartz veins. In contrast, Fig. 4c, d
shows repeated sealing in the quartz veins based on the
evolution of quartz growth in the fractures. This is consistent with the results of Saishu et al. (2017), where it
was found that quartz veins most likely formed due to
a single seismic event, as the tensile cracks opened in
response to an event and did not reopen after they were
filled by quartz. Therefore, the quartz veins were used for

measurement in this study because they were most likely
formed during a single event.
Stereonet projections of the analyzed quartz veins are
shown in Fig. 5. Grids A, B–D, and E–G exhibit E–W,
NNE–SSW, and N–S quartz vein orientations, respectively. Bimodal poles were observed for the quartz
veins in grids A (223°/44° and 150°/53°), B (120°/15° and
254°/46°), and D (205°/41° and 304°/27°). Unimodal poles
were observed for quartz veins in the C (304°/15°), E
(284°/7°), F (270°/3°), and G (106°/7°) grids.
Statistical features and parameters

Parameters Nij , t and S0 are required to estimate the
three-dimensional permeability tensor. Among these
three parameters, Nij calculated based on α and β ,
and t , are the most reliable because they are measured directly. When α and β is measured with a clinometer on an outcrop, mineral veins parallel to the
plane are generally difficult to observe. However, as
the study area is a coastal outcrop with an uneven
ground, quartz veins with a near-horizontal dip have
been well measured. Furthermore, the statistical independence of n and r, t for E(n, r, t) in Eq. (5) is required.
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Fig. 5 Dots indicate poles of the tensile crack-filling veins in the damage zone of Nobeoka Thrust. The contour in stereonet was based on the Kamb
contouring method with contour interval 2.0. The maximum, intermediate, and minimum permeability directions are indicated by circles, triangles,
and diamonds, respectively. All plots are on the lower hemisphere of the Wulff net

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Data for quartz veins with Chi-square test as statistical analysis. a Relationship between dip directions and length of veins. b Relationship
between dip directions and aperture of veins. c The horizontal axis of the graph is apertures and the vertical axis is lengths of veins

The relationships between the dip direction, length,
and aperture are shown in Fig. 6. The Chi-square test
results for dip direction-length, dip direction-aperture,
and length and aperture of the observed quartz veins
are P = 1.35 × 10−3 %, P = 2.10 %, and P = 9.90 × 10−7
%, respectively, where P is the probability value. All

relationships were below P = 5 %, and the statistical
hypothesis was rejected when the significance level of
the one-tailed test was set at 5%. These results indicate
that the direction, length, direction, and aperture were
statistically independent of each other. Here, the low
probability value between the aperture and length may
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be because of the different aspect ratios in the three
dimensions ( t/2r ) or those in the two dimensions ( t/l )
for each quartz vein.
The surface area of the quartz veins in a unit volume, S0,
was estimated based on stereology in this study. The m(q)
used in the calculation of S0 depends on the length of the
scanning line. To reduce this deviation, the scanning lines
should be sufficiently long. Figure 7 shows photographs
and trace maps of the quartz veins of the seven grids. S0
was calculated from these trace maps, and the dependence of S0 on the total scanning line lengths, from 2.5
to 40 m, is shown in Fig. 7. Here,
 the vertical axis
 shows
the relative error, R.E = 1 − m(q)/m(q)Ave. , where
m(q)Ave. is the average value of m(q) for each grid, which
is used to evaluate the scanning line length required for
convergence (e.g., Kanit et al. 2003). As shown in Fig. 8,
S0 begins to converge at a scanning line length of ~ 20 m
for the entire grid. In this study, the total scanning line
length was set to 30 m, which falls within the relative
error of 0.2 (20%). Fracture density S0 is estimated from
the number of veins intersecting the scanning line, as
measured on the two-dimensional plane, m(q). Therefore, the error in the estimated paleo-permeability in this
study was within 20%.
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Fig. 8 Variation of the surface area per unit volume of fractures (or
veins), S0, in each grid with the total lengths of the scanning lines

Estimated paleo‑permeability tensor

The estimated paleo-permeability and related parameters are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 9. The average length
l of the quartz veins in each grid was 0.09–0.22 m. The
average aperture t of the quartz veins in each grid was
0.62–1.27 × 10−3 m. The average fracture density S0 of

Fig. 7 a–g Trace maps of veins in grids A to G. The sides of each grid are approximately 2.5 m long. Horizontal and vertical axes represent easting
and northing, respectively
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Table 1 List of measurement data, surface area per unit volume of mineral veins, and paleo-permeability tensor
Grid

l [m]

t (×10-3) [m]

A

0.22

1.27

S0 [m2/m3]
4.01

kij [m2]

ki [m2]


1.12 × 10−9 5.71 × 10−12 −6.87 × 10−11
−10
−10 
9.33 × 10
−3.46 × 10
sym.
9.62 × 10−10


3.61 × 10−10 3.78 × 10−11 −5.68 × 10−11

4.31 × 10−10 −5.67 × 10−11 
sym.
4.61 × 10−10


2.22 × 10−10 4.84 × 10−11 −4.84 × 10−11
−10
−12


2.49 × 10
4.44 × 10
sym.
3.37 × 10−10


8.48 × 10−10 4.96 × 10−11 −1.36 × 10−10
−10
−11 

7.16 × 10
−3.92 × 10
sym.
9.67 × 10−10


−10
−11
2.97 × 10
8.57 × 10
−5.92 × 10−11
−10
−11 

6.99 × 10
2.37 × 10
sym.
7.96 × 10−10


2.52 × 10−10 −1.57 × 10−11 −3.59 × 10−11

5.60 × 10−10 −4.65 × 10−11 
sym.
5.65 × 10−10


1.20 × 10−10 1.90 × 10−11 9.89 × 10−12
−10
−11


2.46 × 10
−1.19 × 10
sym.
2.96 × 10−10






B

C

D

E

F

G

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.14

0.09

0.14

0.85

7.43

0.73

6.39

0.81

9.40

0.67

11.96

0.71

11.14

0.62

10.21

1.31 × 10−9
 1.11 × 10−9
5.98 × 10−10

5.32 × 10−10
 3.88 × 10−10
3.34 × 10−10

3.56 × 10−10
 2.77 × 10−10
1.74 × 10−10

1.07 × 10−9
 7.66 × 10−10
6.99 × 10−10

8.05 × 10−10
 7.15 × 10−10
2.72 × 10−10

6.09 × 10−10
 5.20 × 10−10
2.47 × 10−10

2.99 × 10−10
 2.47 × 10−10
1.16 × 10−10
















Here, ki is the principal permeability of kij

(b)

Fig. 9 Summary of measurement data, and result of estimation. The variation of the a length l , b aperture t , c S0, and d paleo-permeability ki with
the distance from the fault core
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the quartz veins in each grid was 4.01–11.96 m2/m3. The
maximum permeability k1 was 2.99 × 10−10 to 1.31 × 10−9
m2, the intermediate permeability k2 was 2.47 × 10−10 to
1.11 × 10−9 m2, and the minimum permeability k3 was
1.16 × 10−10 to 6.99 × 10−10 m2. Here, ki is the principal
permeability of kij.
In the current Nankai Trough subduction zone, laboratory experiments using drilling cores shallower than
500 m below the seafloor have permeabilities of 1
 0−20 to
−15
2
10 m (Ikari et al. 2009; Tanikawa et al. 2012; Tanikawa
et al. 2014). These permeabilities were measured from
core size specimens and were smaller than the permeability at the field scale. This is because wider and longer
open fractures are not reflected in core size permeability.
Comparing the field-scale paleo-permeability of previous studies, 10−10–10−5 m2 was determined for thermal
fluid (Ioannou and Spooner 2007) and 10−14–10−9 m2 for
oceanic crust (Gilbert et al. 2018) based on mineral vein
widths and densities. Gilbert et al. (2018) estimated the
permeability from the width and density of mineral veins
and did not separate them by direction. In this case, the
permeability without considering the anisotropy is represented by the average value, kii /3(= (k 11 + k22 + k33 )/3),
of the permeability tensor, kij , and should be slightly
underestimated compared to the maximum principal
permeability, k1. Therefore, if the anisotropy of the principal permeability is discussed, the permeability is suitable to be represented in the form of a tensor.
Paleo‑permeability in the damage zone

The estimated maximum paleo-permeability, k1, which is
approximately perpendicular to the fault plane, suggests
that the fluid migrated more readily toward the fault
plane or hanging wall. The relationship between the maximum, intermediate, and minimum paleo-permeabilities
and the angle of the veins can be classified into three categories, as follows. Grids E and F exhibit a k1 ≈ k2 > k3
relationship, and the angle of the analyzed quartz veins is
mostly constant, suggesting the development of a single
system. Grids A, C, and G exhibited a k1 > k2 > k3 relationship, with a high degree of variability among the quartz
veins and the development of a single system. Here, the
vein in Grid A had a low permeability despite its longer
fracture and thicker aperture. This may be because the
veins in Grid A had more horizontally oriented veins
than other Grids; therefore, the S0 may have been underestimated. Grids B and D exhibited a k1 > k2 ≈ k3 relationship. When k2 and k3 are approximately the same and k1
is dominant, the poles of veins have a bimodal tendency.
These results indicate that the flow direction of the intermediate paleo-permeability, k2, depends on the variability of the fracture orientation.
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The change in the paleo-permeability of the footwall
with the distance from the fault core was studied. The
paleo-permeability of grid A, which is the closest grid
to the fault core, was high, with the highest paleo-permeability observed in the footwall. Paleo-permeability
near a given fault is often studied because it is directly
related to subsurface mass transport, and paleo-permeability in the damage zone increases as the fault core
approaches (e.g., Evans et al. 1997; Lockner et al. 2009).
Our results correspond with those of Lockner et al.
(2009), who noted that permeability was particularly
high in the damage zone, ~ 10 m from the fault core.
Many quartz veins with wide apertures were observed
in Grid A. Therefore, we show that the paleo-permeability is higher in Grid A because it is affected by the
cube of the fracture aperture.

Concluding remarks
The purpose of this study was to estimate three-dimensional paleo-permeability based on the geometric information of mineral veins observed in an outcrop of a
damage zone around a thrust fault. Additionally, in situ
data analytical techniques were developed to estimate
the three-dimensional paleo-permeability tensor based
on Oda’s permeability tensor theory. Furthermore, we
estimated the paleo-permeability around the Nobeoka
Thrust based on geometric patterns of exposed mineral
veins. The conclusions are summarized as follows:
(1) The three-dimensional permeability can be estimated using stereology, considering the statistical
independence of the aperture, length, and orientation, and the scanning line length required for a
representative elementary volume. We estimated
the maximum, intermediate, and minimum permeabilities and the associated direction of flow in three
dimensions.
(2) The required scanning line length for determining
S0 is 30 m. The r , l , and n values of the quartz veins
in the study area are statistically independent of
each other. Therefore, the proposed method, which
analyzes observable geometric information, is a
viable approach for three-dimensional permeability
estimation. However, it is necessary to confirm the
method for analyzing anisotropic veins and/or the
relationship between vein density and connectivity
through numerical calculations in future work.
(3) The estimated three-dimensional paleo-permeability shows that the fluid in the footwall tends to
migrate toward the fault plane or to the hanging
wall. This result is consistent with the fault-valve
model because they suggest that the accumulated
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fluid pressure along the fault plane before an earthquake dissipates to the fault plane or hanging wall
immediately after the earthquake.
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